### STEMI

**MISSION:LIFELINE Receiving**

- ≥36 STEMI RECORDS (YEAR)/≥9 QTR

**MISSION:LIFELINE Referring**

- ≥8 STEMI RECORDS (YEAR)/≥2 QTR

**VOLUME REQUIREMENTS**

- ARR TO PCI ≤ 90 MINUTES
- EMS FMC TO PCI ≤ 90 MINUTES OR ≤ 120 MINUTES WHEN EMS DRIVE TIME ≥ 45 MINUTES AND D2B ≤ 30 MINUTES
- ARR TO 12 LEAD ECG ≤10 MINUTES
- DOOR IN-DOOR OUT ≤ 45 MINUTES
- FIBRINOLYTIC THERAPY DOOR-TO-NEEDLE TIME ≤ 30 MINUTES
- SMOKING CESSATION COUNSELING

**MEASURE ADHERENCE**

- ASPIRIN ON ARRIVAL
- SMOKING CESSATION DOOR IN-DOOR OUT ≤ 45 MINUTES
- NEW – CARDIAC REHAB REFERRAL

**OUTPATIENT CARDIAC REHAB REFERRAL**

**NEW PLUS MEASURE – DOOR IN/DOOR OUT ≤ 30 MINUTES**

**AWARD LEVELS INCLUSIVE OF BOTH STEMI AND NSTEMI**

**GOLD**

- *2018 Silver +4 consecutive quarters of data OR 2018 No Award + 8 consecutive quarters of data (2018-2019)*

**SILVER**

- *4 consecutive quarters of 2019 data*

**BRONZE**

- **At least 1 quarter of 2019 data**

### Notes:

* Data Required in All 4 Quarters. Data is aggregated over all 4 quarters.

** Annual AND Quarterly volume criteria must be met.